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The capelin did not show up

Last month, marked the end 
of the traditional shout 
auction at Brixham Fish 

Market, England’s largest fish 
market by value. Entering a new 
era, on June 4th Brixham Trawler 
Agents (BTA) introduced a new 
online auction system that means 
fish buyers will no longer need 
to be onsite at the market to bid 
for fish. 

A historic day for both BTA 
and Aucxis, the Belgian based 
software company which 
developed the software for 
the new cloud-based system 
‘KOSMOS’ used in the auction, it 
is the first of its kind and allows 
fish buyers buy their fish at the 
auction simply by logging in. 

“IT WAS TIME FOR A 
CHANGE”

BTA Managing Director, Barry 
Young said: “Monday, June 3 was 
the very last time we witnessed 
the traditional shout auction 
taking place at Brixham fish 
market. After several hundred 
years of selling fish this way, it 
was time for a change. Time has 
moved on and trawler-men want 
a wider market for their catches. 
“KOSMOS” is a world’s first that 
enables fish buyers to purchase 
their fish at the Brixham fish 
market auction by logging in to 
the system via the internet, using 
their PC, tablet or smartphone.”

One of the main principles 
behind the decision to invest 
in the new cloud-based auction 
was to ensure the future of 
the fish market, which in turn 
would have a positive effect 
on both the trawler owners, the 
existing buyers and supporting 
local industries. As part of this, 
they hope the new cloud-based 
auction, which is a world’s first 
within the fishing industry, will 
persuade more trawler owners 
and skippers to land their catch in 
Brixham.

Mr Young said: “The cloud-
based fish auction is a major 
investment for BTA and we took 
that decision on behalf of the 
whole fishing community as we 
believe this is a game-changer 
for our industry. Our producers, 

Historic day as Brixham Fish Market goes digital – 
New cloud-based fish auction kicks off smoothly 

which are the fishermen, have 
asked us to offer their fish to 
a wider audience. We do think 
it will encourage a lot more 
fishermen to land their fish in this 
port which would give our buyers 
a lot more opportunity to buy a 
lot more fish.”

BRINGING EXISTING 
BUYERS WITH THEM

While online fish auctions are 
not a new thing, what is new with 
the online auction at Brixham is 
that there is no need to download 
software to a specific PC or buy 
and install any hardware to bid 
for fish. As it is hosted in the 
cloud, it can be accessed from 
anywhere in the world, and the 
software allows BTA to construct 
a catalogue the night prior to the 
auction, meaning remote buyers 
can view the catch and access all 
the information needed to make 
buying decisions. Pre-bids for 
specific quantities and types of 
fish can also be set in advance. 

This way of online selling 
and buying fish is new for all 
involved – certainly for buyers 
and BTA auctioneers used to the 
banter of the traditional shout 
auction. Another big difference 
is that the bid price starts high 
and is reduced in stages until a 
buyer makes a bid. This “Dutch 
Auction” process has been a 
tradition on the continent since 
the Middle Ages but will be very 
new to many UK buyers.

BTA chief auctioneer, John 
Rogers, starts the bidding process 
and manages the clock auction. 
As the clock runs, the price 
decreases until a buyer makes a 
bid by hitting a keyboard. The 
clock then stops and the buyer 
then informs the auctioneer how 
much fish they wish to purchase. 
The clock then resets and the 
process repeats until the total 
stock has been sold. 

Once the BTA board decided to 
forge ahead with the move online, 
however, they made sure they 
brought their existing buyers—
who have supported the market 
for years, in some instances 
generations—with them, and 
provided them with training. BTA 
staff also went through weeks of 
training and preparation to ensure 
a smooth transition. 

“A GREAT START AND 
THINGS CAN ONLY GET 
BETTER”

Consequently, on the morning 
of the 6am launch everyone was 
well-prepared and familiar with 
the new system. BTA had worked 
through the night carrying out the 
final checks and representatives 

from Aucxis were on hand on 
the day to ensure everything 
went smoothly and iron out 
any glitches if they arose. 
Fortunately, everything ran as 
expected with between 65 and 70 
buyers logged in and buying fish 
through this new process. 

Some of the buyers had been 
anxious about using the new 
fish market auction system but 
afterwards, the feedback was 
very positive with many stating 
they were much more confident 
and looking forward to using the 
system again the next day. 

One of the buyers who had 
expressed a little scepticism 
on the move was Les Daniels, 
Purchasing Director, Wright Bros 
Ltd. With years of experience 
buying fish at the traditional 
shout auction, Les was unsure 
about the move to buy fish via 
his PC. 

After the auction, however, 
Les said, “in all fairness to 
Barry and to the staff at BTA it 
went very smoothly and I was 

very pleasantly surprised. It’s a 
completely different environment 
but you’ve got to move with the 
times and embrace change. I 
was actually the first bidder and 
bought a large box of Dover Sole 
from my office in Paignton. There 
were no issues at all, everything 
was excellent”.

Though it is early days in the 
transition, BTA’s Barry Young 
says, “It’s been a great start and 
things can only get better as 
BTA and the buyers get more 
comfortable with this new 
system.”

Aucxis have said they are very 
proud that the UK’s largest fish 
market by value of fish sold was 
keen to play a pioneering role 
in the launch of its innovative 
system. While preparing the 
launch of KOSMOS at Urk 
fish auction in the Netherlands, 
the team will continue to 
support BTA to smooth out any 
unforeseen glitches and ensure 
that the smooth operation of the 
system continues.
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